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Abstract. The standard model of cosmology with postulated dark energy and dark
matter sources may be considered as a fairly successful fitting model to observational
data. However, this model leaves the question of the physical origin of these dark
components open. Fully relativistic contributions that act like dark energy on large
scales and like dark matter on smaller scales can be found through generalization
of the standard model by spatially averaging the inhomogeneous Universe within
general relativity. The spatially averaged 3+1 Einstein equations are effective balance
equations that need a closure condition. Heading for closure we here explore topological
constraints. Results are straightforwardly obtained for averaged 2+1 model universes.
For the relevant 3 + 1 case, we employ a method based on the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern
theorem generalized to Lorentzian spacetimes and implement a sandwich approach to
obtain spatial average properties. The 3 + 1 topological approach supplies us with a
new equation linking evolution of scalar invariants of the expansion tensor to the norm
of the Weyl tensor. From this we derive general evolution equations for averaged scalar
curvature and kinematical backreaction, and we discuss related evolution equations on
this level of the hierarchy of averaged equations. We also discuss the relation between
topological properties of cosmological manifolds and dynamical topology change, e.g.
as resulting from the formation of black holes.
Keywords : general relativity—topological constraints—backreaction—black holes
1. Introduction
We first give the cosmological context, discuss the averaging of inhomogeneous
cosmologies in general relativity, outline the strategy towards the aim to close the system
of averaged equations, and summarize the assumptions, aims and methods of this paper.
1.1. The Dark Universe and the role of averaged model universes
The standard model of cosmology assumes that the effective evolution of the Universe
is governed by the Friedmann–Lemaˆıtre equations for an idealized (homogeneous–
isotropic) matter distribution, equipped with the Robertson–Walker metric of classical
general relativity (henceforth FLRW model). This idealization relies on the conjecture
that the inhomogeneous Universe can be described, on average, by this class of solutions.
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A subcase is the concordance model assuming spatially flat space sections and a positive
cosmological constant modeling dark energy. Although there is no physical justification
for this model to provide the average behaviour of the Universe, it matches a fair fraction
of observational data‡ on the condition that roughly 25 percent of dark matter and 70
percent of dark energy (up to a few percent that are mainly attributed to baryonic
matter) are needed to generate this geometry.
Relaxing this idealized description is challenging, since it involves improvement of
the cosmological model by taking into account the effect of structure on the kinematic
and geometric properties of model universes in the large. Strategies that face this
challenge have to deal with the averaging problem that, in a simple realization, replaces
the standard laws by their (spatially) averaged general counterparts. To realize these
counterparts it is sufficient to (i) choose a foliation of spacetime, (ii) define an average
operator and (iii) average the scalar parts of Einstein’s equations on the hypersurfaces
of the foliation. A further simplification is then to choose an irrotational dust model and
introduce Riemannian volume integration of scalar variables as a spatial average with
respect to free-falling observers in a flow-orthogonal slicing of spacetime. Relaxing these
assumptions is possible, e.g. the resulting equations for a general fluid volume-averaged
on slices of a general foliation that is tilted with respect to the fluid flow are not very
different [36, 57, 37]. We shall, as a first step and also because most of the literature in
this context is based on the flow-orthogonal approach, employ the set of cosmological
equations introduced in [25], [26].
As a natural consequence of such an averaging strategy, the cosmological equations
feature additional fluctuating parts—so-called backreaction terms—condensed into a
non-local kinematical backreaction term (composed of extrinsic curvature invariants)
and a curvature deviation (defined as the departure of the averaged intrinsic scalar
curvature from the Friedmannian constant curvature model). The relevant mechanism
that qualitatively explains the emergence of kinematic dark matter and dark energy
in this scheme is a coupling of the two fluctuating parts that, this latter, is absent in
the standard cosmological model. The ‘dark’ sources are, in this scheme, a property of
the geometry of spatial sections. It can be defined as a positive respectively negative
‘intrinsic curvature energy’. The former is expected for collapsing domains [83], and
the latter is expected for a void-dominated Universe, and as a consequence of the non-
conservation of averaged intrinsic curvature [32], this latter property is global. (For
details the reader is directed to the reviews [29, 47, 41].)
1.2. The closure issue and the methods employed in this paper
Although the ‘dark’ components can be explained qualitatively as effective properties
of the inhomogeneous geometry, a quantitative assessment is needed, but hard to
investigate. The ways explored have been mostly analytical and, recently, general-
relativistic simulations have begun to be developed. The averaged inhomogeneous
‡ See, however, existing ‘tensions’ with this model [33].
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equations provide balance equations that need a closure condition. Analytical work has
focused on the quantification of cosmological backreaction by different assumptions on
this closure condition. Firstly, modeling inhomogeneities by exact solutions of Einstein’s
equations (e.g., [30, sect.7], [14, 79, 80, 45, 81]), or generic approximation methods
based on the relativistic Lagrangian perturbation theory ([38, 39] and follow-up papers)
provide such a closure.
Alternatively, one may focus on equations of state. This route follows the analogous
procedure of standard cosmology: the equations of Friedmann and Lemaˆıtre for a perfect
fluid source with pressure are not closed and an equation of state for the matter source is
needed; similarly, the averaged cosmologies can be written in the form of these standard
cosmological equations featuring effective density and pressure sources that have to be
related through a dynamical equation of state. Examples are a Chaplygin equation of
state [77], or exact scaling solutions [35, 78], a global stationarity assumption [27, 28],
or mappings of the backreaction fluid to other theories e.g. to the modeling of bulk
viscosity [5], or assumptions on the form of the self-interaction potential in the scalar
field analogy of a backreaction fluid, applied to scaling quintessence models [35], to
scalar dark matter [83], and to inflation [40].
In this paper, we investigate a new theoretical path heading for closure by
topological constraints, based on the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern (GBC) theorem [43] and on
topological assumptions on the spacetime foliation. The Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem
relates the Euler characteristic, which is purely topological, to the average of intrinsic
curvature invariants. The 2 + 1 case can be completely determined following Magni’s
Master thesis work [71] in which he obtains a topological constraint by applying the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem to a space slice which is two-dimensional. This case surely forms
a toy model and one should be cautious when generalizing 2 + 1 global backreaction to
the 3 + 1 setting. Indeed, the GBC theorem states that the total intrinsic curvature
is conserved only in the former case while, in the latter case, the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern
theorem applied to a three-dimensional spacelike hypersurfaces does not link geometrical
quantities to topological invariants. This difficulty is avoided by considering a tube of
spacetime, not simply a leaf of a spatial foliation, and by performing a sandwich limit (as
has been outlined in Appendix C of [25], based on [85]). A second subtlety arises since
the GBC theorem being originally valid for (positive-definite) Riemannian manifolds
needs to be extended to (Lorentzian) semi-Riemannian manifolds. This extension has
been done independently by Avez [2] and Chern [44].
1.3. Assumptions
The model universe we consider is a triplet (M, g,T) where (M, g) is a connected
spatially oriented and time-oriented Lorentzian manifold of dimension N + 1. T is the
dust energy-momentum tensor including the cosmological constant as a source term,
T = ̺u⊗ u − Λ g, where u is a geodesic unit future time-like vector field on M (the
4−velocity of the fluid), u the metric-dual one-form of u, and ̺ is a non-negative scalar
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field onM (the density of the fluid); we assume the triplet (M, g,T) to satisfy the dust
perfect fluid Einstein equation
Ricij − R
2
gij = ̺ uiuj − Λ gij , (1)
where Ric and R are, respectively, the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar of (M, g).
Throughout the paper we use the metric signature (−1, 1, 1, 1), and set 8πG = 1, and
the speed of light c = 1.
In all sections, we assume M to be globally hyperbolic, i.e. there exists a foliation
by spacelike smooth Cauchy hypersurfaces (Σt : t ∈ R). Furthermore, we assume that
there exists an initial Cauchy hypersurface Σi of M such that Σi ⊥ u. In section 3
for special cases we will consider the case where Σ is closed, i.e. compact and without
boundary.
1.4. Aims and strategy
This work forms a piece of a larger study that aims both at closing the scalar averaging
framework and at understanding if and how the topology of a spacetime satisfying the
fluid Einstein equations governs the large-scale average dynamics of the Universe. The
present work is a first attempt at using the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem in combination
with the scalar averaging framework for self-gravitating matter [29] in the pursuit of
those purposes. Further steps will go beyond fixing the global topology by exploring
the dynamics of global topology for cosmological manifolds.
We first recall the N + 1 formulation of scalar-averaged Einstein equations within
a fluid-orthogonal foliation of spacetime. We then study the N = 2 toy-model in which
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem allows us to close the system of averaged equations. We
recover and detail results of Magni [71]. These are compared with recent mathematical
results on empty spacetimes (̺ = 0 and C = 0 with C the Weyl tensor). We proceed
as follows:
(i) we recall the scalar-averaged Einstein equations [25, 29] in any dimension within a
fluid-orthogonal foliation of spacetime in section 2;
(ii) we apply the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem with the aim to close the system of
averaged equations. This is done in several steps:
(a) we apply the Gauss-Bonnet formula to a closed Cauchy surface in the case
N = 2 to recover and generalize results of Magni [71], and a result reminiscent
of a theorem by Mess [73] in section 3;
(b) before we go any further, at the end of section 3, we spend some space on
discussing the relation between the possibility of a dynamical topology change
and black hole formation, being largely inspired by results in the case N = 2,
and including some speculations for their generalization to the case N = 3;
(c) we then give a quick introduction to Gauss-Bonnet-Chern’s formula and
Chern’s form as well as Avez’ Wick rotation method in section 4;
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(d) we then move to the case N = 3 and show, how the sandwich method and the
Wick rotation are applied to obtain a formula that we then express through
kinematical and gravitational quantities in section 5;
(e) in section 6 we obtain a compact relation between averaged curvature invariants
and the averaged source fluctuation that enjoys several formulations (in terms
of evolution equations for averaged kinematical invariants, averaged scalar
curvature or kinematical backreaction), and we evaluate the result for subcases
(spatially compact without boundary spacetimes, silent universe models);
(f) here we also verify these results through explicit derivation in the case of exact
solutions as subcases of silent universe models, and discuss the results.
1.5. Notations
Tensors in abstract form are written bold, T, while the coefficient of tensors in
coordinates are normal font-weight, T lmn...ijk... . Einstein’s summation convention is used,
Latin indices can refer to summation over space or spacetime indices depending on
context. The canonical volume form on (M, g) is denoted by ̟ = √| det gij|dx0 ∧
· · · ∧ dxN . We denote by h the induced metric on the leaves Σt with induced volume
form η =
√| dethij |dx1 ∧ · · · ∧dxN . The volume form of the boundary ∂D of a spatial
averaging domain D ≡ Dt ⊂ Σt, assumed to be compact with smooth boundary, is
denoted by w with its components denoted by wij . Given a symmetric 2−tensor A,
I(A), II(A) and III(A) denote the principal scalar invariants of A. They can be defined
as the principal scalar invariants of the matrix (A)i j =: A
i
j in a local chart:
I(A) = Ai i ;
II(A) =
1
2
(Ai iA
j
j −Ai jAji ) ;
III(A) =
1
6
(Ai iA
j
jA
k
k + 2A
i
jA
j
kA
k
i − 3Ai iAjkAkj ) , (2)
or equivalently as the elementary symmetric polynomials in the eigenvalues of A of
degree 1,2 and 3 respectively. When A is not specified, I, II and III refer to scalar
invariants of Θ, the expansion tensor of the flow-orthogonal foliation Σt.
R,Ric,Riem denote respectively the Ricci scalar, the Ricci tensor and the Riemann
tensor of (M, g), whileR,Ric andRiem denote respectively the Ricci scalar, the Ricci
tensor and the Riemann tensor of the leaves (Σt,h).
2. Spatial volume-averaging of the N + 1 Einstein equations
We give ourselves an N−dimensional, flow-orthogonal initial Cauchy hypersurface
Σi = Σt=0. Define Φt : Σt=0 →M, the embedding defined by the flow of the vector field
u at proper time t, t ∈]t∗, t∗[; we set Σt := Φt(Σt=0). Since u is geodesic and normal to
Σi, the foliation Σ = (Σt)t∈]t∗,t∗[ is normal to u. We parametrize M through the proper
time coordinate t of the fluid with the convention that t = 0 on Σt=0; this way ∂t = u.
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2.1. N + 1 equations
The Raychaudhuri and Gauss-Codazzi equations, the energy constraint and the second
Bianchi identity provide the following evolution and constraint equations:
∂t̺ = − I̺ ; (3)
∂tΘ
i
j = − IΘi j −Rici j +
1
N − 1 (̺+ 2Λ) δ
i
j ; (4)
∂tI = − I2 + 2II− N − 2
N − 1̺+
2
N − 1Λ ; (5)
∂tII = − 2I · II + (ρ+ 2Λ)I−RI + Θ ji Ric ij = −̺I + Θ ji Ric ij ; (6)
∂tIII = − 3I · III + N − 2
N − 1 (ρ+ 2Λ) II−RII−Θ
j
i Θ
k
j Ric ik + IRic ji Θ ij ; (7)
1
2
R = ̺+ Λ− II ; (8)
I||j =
N
N − 1σ
i
j||i ; (9)
where the shear tensor components σij form the trace-free part of Θij, and the double
vertical slash denotes covariant derivative with respect to the spatial metric.
2.2. Volume-averaged N + 1 equations
Recall that Φt is defined by the proper time flow of u. For Di ⊂ Σi, a regular compact
subset of the initial Cauchy hypersurface Σi given a priori, we define Dt := Φt(Dt=ti≡0);
since u is the 4−velocity of the fluid, the restmass of Dt does not depend on t. We
confine ourselves to the averaging of scalars over Dt ≡ D.
The D-averaged value 〈ψ〉D(t) of a scalar function ψ is defined by:
〈ψ〉D(t) :=
∫
D ψ η∫
D η
. (10)
In section 6 we shall also employ the averaging brackets for surface integration on the
boundary of D, i.e.:
〈ψ〉∂D(t) :=
∫
∂D ψ w∫
∂D w
. (11)
As this averaged scalar function is time-dependent, there is the following commutation
relation [34, 25], see also [49, 57].
For any compact domain D and any scalar field ψ we have:
∂t〈ψ〉D − 〈∂tψ〉D = 〈ψI〉D − 〈ψ〉D〈I〉D . (12)
This rule is the basis for the comparison between averaged quantities of inhomogeneous
models and homogeneous models. We have the following useful corollary.§
§ In what follows one should understand (∂t + I)k as k iterations of the differential operator ∂t + I.
For instance, (∂t + I)
2ψ = ∂ttψ + 2I∂tψ + I
2ψ + I˙ψ. The same remark holds for (∂t + 〈I〉D)k.
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For any scalar functions ψ0, ψ1, · · · , ψn, if
n∑
k=0
(∂t + I)
kψk = 0 , (13)
then, for any compact domain D, we have
n∑
k=0
(∂t + 〈I〉D)k〈ψk〉D = 0 . (14)
Therefore, differential relations between local variables that can be written in the form
of the corollary have average equivalents. This is the case for the continuity equation
and Raychaudhuri’s equation:
(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈̺〉D = 0 ; (15)
(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈I〉D = 2〈II〉D − N − 2
N − 1〈̺〉D +
2
N − 1Λ . (16)
Define:
aD :=
( ∫
D η∫
D0 η
)1/N
; (17)
HD :=
1
N
a˙D
aD
. (18)
The application of the commutation rule (12) to the Raychaudhuri equation, the
conservation equations, and the energy constraint on the domain D yields the following
averaged equations for N 6= 1 (for N = 1, Einstein’s equation has to be modified see for
instance [19]) cf. [71]:
∂t〈II〉D = −〈̺I〉D + 〈Θi jRicji〉D + 〈II · I〉D − 〈II〉D〈I〉D ; (19)
1
2
〈R〉D = 〈̺〉D + Λ− 〈II〉D ; (20)
∂t〈III〉D = − 2〈I · III〉D + N − 2
N − 1〈(ρ+ 2Λ) II〉D − 〈RII〉D (21)
− 〈Θ ji Θ kj Ric ik 〉D + 〈IRic ji Θ ij 〉D − 〈I〉D〈III〉D , (22)
together with (15) and (16). The commutation rule (12) is again used to calculate
a˙D and a¨D, which together provide the averaged expansion and acceleration laws
for inhomogeneous matter distributions as well as a the continuity equation and the
curvature-fluctuation-coupling (26) that assures integrability of (23) to obtain (24)
(N 6= 1):
N
a¨D
aD
= −N − 2
N − 1〈̺〉D +
2
N − 1Λ +QD ; (23)
(N − 1)N
2
a˙2D
a2D
= 〈̺〉D − 1
2
〈R〉D + Λ− 1
2
QD ; (24)
0 = ∂t〈̺〉D +N a˙D
aD
〈̺〉D ; (25)
0 =
1
a2ND
∂t
(QDa2ND )+ 1a2D ∂t
(〈R〉Da2D) , (26)
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where the overdot denotes partial time-derivative, equivalent here to the covariant
derivative along proper time, and where the kinematical backreaction term QD is defined
as
QD := 2〈II〉D − N − 1
N
〈I〉2D . (27)
It is interesting to compare the averaged inhomogeneous equations to the homogeneous
ones. The above equations can be re-written so that the backreaction terms are
interpreted as sources, providing an effective (perfect fluid) energy-momentum tensor
[26] (here we assume null fundamental pressure):
̺effD : = 〈̺〉D −
1
2
QD − 1
2
WD ; (28)
peffD : = −
1
2
QD + N − 2
2N
WD ; (29)
WD := 〈R〉D − 6kDi/a2D , (30)
where we have introduced a new backreaction variable WD as the deviation of the
averaged scalar curvature from a (scale-dependent) constant-curvature model. With
these definitions, the familiar Friedmann equations, written for any dimension, are
obtained:
0 =
N(N − 1)
2
(
a˙D
aD
)2
+
3kDi
a2D
− ̺effD − Λ ; (31)
0 = N
a¨D
aD
+
N − 2
N − 1̺
eff
D +
N
N − 1p
eff
D −
2
N − 1Λ ; (32)
0 = ˙̺effD +N
a˙D
aD
(
̺effD + p
eff
D
)
. (33)
It has to be noticed that, while the standard dust ΛFLRW model (Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-
Robertson-Walker model with a cosmological constant Λ) is closed if supplied with
an equation of state, here simply p = 0, the averaged inhomogeneous dust system
written above is not closed. There are thus several options: either to construct an
equation of state, peff = f(̺eff , aD), which is dynamical and comprises the physics
of inhomogeneities, or to consider an explicit model for the inhomogeneities (see the
references in the introduction for these two options), or to find new constraining
equations.
Before going any further, we notice that equations (23 -26) can be combined to get
the following:
∂tt(a
N
D )
aND
=
N
N − 1
〈̺〉Di
aND
+
2N
N − 1Λ− 〈R〉D ; 〈̺〉Di = const. (34)
Closure of the scalar averaging framework can thus be reduced in any dimension N > 1,
to constraining the averaged Ricci scalar on the Cauchy hypersurfaces. This is coherent
with the situation in Friedmannian cosmology in which the averaged Ricci scalar follows
a simple law ∝ a−2 in every dimension N > 1.
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3. Closure by Gauss-Bonnet: the 2 + 1 equations
Gravity in dimension 2+ 1 has many physical limitations; it lacks important dynamical
aspects of 3 + 1 gravity. It is, however, a toy-model from which one can expect to
extract qualitative properties that still apply to higher dimensions (see for instance [42]
for 2+1 quantum gravity). Indeed, 2+1 gravity is so simple that one can compute almost
everything and quantify qualitative facts which ease extrapolation to higher dimensions.
In particular, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem works very well in this context as shown by
Magni [71]. Finally, we can notice that the averaged formulae we actually use do not
employ the full set of Einstein’s equations, but only a subset compatible with a weaker
version of Einstein’s equations that is better suited for lower-dimensional considerations
such as those exemplified in [61, 76, 19].
As noticed at the end of the preceding section, any constraint on the averaged Ricci
scalar on the Cauchy hypersurface is sufficient to close the scalar averaged equations;
the Gauss-Bonnet formula gives us such a constraint. The 2 + 1 system is thus solved
completely for closed spacetimes. Below, we give the complete solution together with
some asymptotic properties to compare with the results given by Magni [71].
3.1. Application of the Gauss-Bonnet formula and complete calculations
The averaged equations, specialized to the case of N = 2 on a two-dimensional spatial
domain D (returning here to the averaged scalar curvature as the variable), are:
a¨D
aD
=
QD
2
+ Λ ; (35)
a˙2D
a2D
= 〈̺〉D − 1
2
〈R〉D − 1
2
QD + Λ ; (36)
0 = ∂t〈̺〉D + 2 a˙D
aD
〈̺〉D ; (37)
0 =
1
a4D
∂t
(QDa4D)+ 1a2D ∂t
(〈R〉Da2D) . (38)
In this case, the Gauss curvature κ and the scalar curvature agree up to a constant
factor (the total curvature G will be defined for the general case in section 4.1):
G = κη =
1
2
Rη . (39)
The Gauss-Bonnet theorem applied to the domain D provides:
〈R〉DVD + 2
∫
∂D
vi;jv
jni = 4πχ(D) , (40)
with v the unit tangent vector of an oriented parametrization of the boundary of D, n
the outgoing normal vector to D, vi;jvjni =: kg the extrinsic curvature of the boundary
in components, and χ the Euler characteristic. In the special case D = Σ (the whole
Cauchy hypersurface) with the hypothesis that Σ is compact and without boundary, it
instead provides:
〈R〉Σ = 4πχ(Σ)
VΣ
; VΣ = VΣia
2
Σ , (41)
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i.e. the averaged scalar curvature obeys a conservation law, (〈R〉ΣVΣ)˙ = 0. If Σ is
geodesically complete (instead of compact) without boundary with finite volume and
finite total curvature, from Huber’s theorem there exists a compact surface without
boundary Σ and points (pi : i = 1 · · · s), such that the punctured surface Σ\{p1, · · · , ps}
is diffeomorphic to Σ and we have:
〈R〉Σ = 4π
VΣ
(
χ(Σ)−
s∑
i=1
κi
)
; VΣ = VΣia
2
Σ , (42)
for some κi ≥ 1 depending of the asymptotic behaviour of the metric of Σ. The interested
reader can find a statement of Huber’s theorem in [60] and a complete exposition in [58].
Setting the dimensionless volume ζD :=
VD
VD
i
= a2D, the entire system can be solved
with the convention t = 0, a time at which aDi = 1:
ζ¨D − 4ΛζD = M(D)− 2πχ(D)
Vi
+
∫
∂D
kg ; ζD(0) = 1 ; ζ˙D(0) = 2Hi , (43)
which gives the following if one assumes Σ to be closed without boundary:
ζ¨Σ − 4ΛζΣ = M(Σ)− 2πχ(Σ)
Vi
; ζΣ(0) = 1 ; ζ˙Σ(0) = 2Hi , (44)
whereM(D) is the total rest mass of the domain D; we accordingly denote for simplicity
M ≡ M(Σ), Vi ≡ VΣi, Hi ≡ HΣi . From equation (38), with Qi ≡ QΣ|t=0, one has
QΣ = Qia−4Σ . Then, using a¨Σ = ζ¨Σ/aΣ− (a˙Σ)2/aΣ together with equations (35) and (44)
one gets Qi = 2M−2πχVi + Λ− 8H2i , and, thus
QΣ =
(
2
M − 2πχ
Vi
+ Λ− 8H2
i
)
a−4Σ . (45)
We also define τ = 1/(2
√
|Λ|) for Λ 6= 0.
3.1.1. Case Λ > 0. The solution of equations (35) reads (we denote Hi ≡ HΣi):
aΣ(t) =
√
(1 +
M − 2πχ
4ViΛ
) cos(t/τ ) + 2τHi sin(t/τ)− M − 2πχ
4ViΛ
. (46)
Defining the discriminant, ∆ :=
M − 2πχ
2ViΛ
+ 1+ 4τ 2H2
i
, the solutions above are defined
for the following range of times:
t ∈ R if ∆ < 0 ;
t ∈
[
2τ arctan
(
2τHi−
√
∆
∆−4τ2H2
i
)
; 2τ arctan
(
2τHi+
√
∆
∆−4τ2H2
i
)]
if ∆ ≥ 0 and M − 2πχ < 2ViΛ ;
t ∈
]
−∞; 2τ arctan
(
2τHi−
√
∆
∆−4τ2H2
i
)]
∪
[
2τ arctan
(
2τHi+
√
∆
∆−4τ2H2
i
)
,+∞
[
if ∆ ≥ 0 and M − 2πχ ≥ 2ViΛ .
The first case, ∆ < 0, exhibits oscillations without initial or final singularity. The second
has both an initial and a final singularity. The third corresponds to two mutually
symmetric solutions: the one collapsing from infinity, the second expanding toward
infinity.
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3.1.2. Case Λ = 0. The solution of equations (35) reads:
aΣ(t) =
√
M − 2πχ
2Vi
t2 + 2Hit + 1 . (47)
We can thus compute QΣ:
M − 2πχ
Vi
= H2
i
: QΣ = 0 ; (48)
M − 2πχ
Vi
6= H2
i
: QΣ = Qi
a4Σ
. (49)
These solutions follow directly from the integrability condition (38) and are the solutions
found by Magni [71].
Defining the discriminant ∆ = 4Hi − 2M − 2πχ
Vi
, the solution above is defined on
the following time range:
t ∈ R if ∆ < 0 and M 6= 2πχ ;
t ∈
]
−∞,−ViHi +
√
∆
M − 2πχ
]
if ∆ ≥ 0 and M 6= 2πχ ;
t ∈
[
−ViHi −
√
∆
M − 2πχ,+∞
[
if ∆ ≥ 0 and M 6= 2πχ ;
t ∈
[
− 1
2Hi
,+∞
]
if M = 2πχ and Hi > 0 ;
t ∈
[
−∞, 1
2Hi
]
if M = 2πχ and Hi < 0 ;
t ∈ R if M = 2πχ and Hi = 0 .
One notices that the first case is topology-driven with a partial collapse from infinity,
a bounce and then an expansion toward infinity. The second and third are mutually
symmetric solutions, with either an initial or a final singularity. The critical cases
M = 2πχ, where the mass exactly compensates the topology term, present the same
features: two mutually symmetric solutions presenting either an initial or a final
singularity, with another critical situation leading to a stationary model universe.
3.1.3. Case Λ < 0. The solution of equations (35) reads:
aΣ(t) =
√(
1 +
M − 2πχ
4ViΛ
)
cosh(t/τ) + 2τHi sinh(t/τ)− M − 2πχ
4ViΛ
. (50)
We leave it here to the reader to study the numerous subcases and their ranges of
validity, if applications are envisaged.
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3.2. Discussion
The following discussion provides known material as well as some speculative thoughts
we feel to be relevant for the transition from the 2 + 1 toy model to the physical 3 + 1
case. The reader who does not want to interrupt the logic of the paper may directly
move to section 4.
Two ingredients allow us to close the system (23 -26):
(i) based on the combination (34) of equations (23 -26) featuring the only unknown
〈R〉D, for any D, any assumption on the average scalar curvature leads to closure;
(ii) the Gauss-Bonnet formula providing a topological constraint on 〈R〉Σ when Σ is
closed without boundary.
The first is valid in any dimension N ≥ 2 and any domain, while the second is
unfortunately specific to dimension 2 + 1. Notice that for homogeneous spacetimes
R ∝ a−2, and also that the boundary term in equation (40) could lead to other volume-
dependent terms. Indeed, one could have boundary terms associated to the event horizon
of a black hole, say a Schwarzschild black hole, thus constant volume and constant
extrinsic curvature, hence inducing a term ∝ a−ND . One could also have a boundary
piece ‘representative’ of the average behaviour, where the volume would be ∝ aN−pD ,
and where p is the codimension of ∂D, and where the extrinsic curvature would be
∝ a−1D (assuming that the ‘effective radii’ of the boundary are proportional to aD),
giving rise to a term ∝ a−(p+1)D (for another relevant discussion of curvature invariants
of black hole horizons see [54]). Note that, in this discussion, we allow the codimension
of boundary pieces to be greater than 1. Such ‘small’ boundary pieces can for instance
arise as relatively open subsets of the causal boundary; extreme BTZ-black holes, which
are considered below, are codimension 2 subsets of the causal boundary, and the initial
singularity of spacetimes considered in subsection 3.2.1 may have codimension up to
N . Finally, we would be tempted to extrapolate these findings to the existence of a
topological or geometrical quantity that would replace the Euler characteristic in higher
dimensions, postulating a GBC-type relation of the form:
〈R〉D = αDi
aND
+
βDi
aN−1D
+ · · · , (51)
with constants αDi, βDi , · · ·. Such solutions are related to so-called scaling solutions that
were used to close the system of average equations in many works, cf. references in the
introduction, or to model curvature evolution to explain observational data without dark
energy, e.g. [48], or in perturbation theories. Indeed, a closure by the global stationarity
assumption a¨Σ = 0, yields solutions of the form (51) for N = 3 [28].
A further possibility that might put a dynamical constraint on 〈R〉D for N +1 is a
change in the topology of the Cauchy hypersurface, as it would change χ in the case 2+1.
To clarify what is meant by topology change, we are aware that Geroch’s theorem [53]
for globally hyperbolic spacetimes states that the topology of the Cauchy hypersurfaces
does not change. On the one hand, the foliation given by Geroch seems not coherent with
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the intuition we have in the instance of black hole formation. Indeed, we imagine a once
formed singularity as part of our spacelike leaf, while Geroch’s foliation will avoid the
singularity accumulating and bending the Cauchy hypersurfaces in its past. A spacelike
foliation that would hit a black hole singularity could be cut along the event horizon, so
that its future domain of dependence is still the whole model universe outside the event
horizon, but such that the past domain of dependence may not contain pieces of the
model universe; for instance, there may exist worldlines entering the event horizon in the
past of a given leaf, but never intersecting the said leaf. On the other hand, one could
argue that no observer actually sees the event horizon and the singularity formation,
thus a more causally realistic picture would then be Geroch’s. These two viewpoints are
actually identical asymptotically for simple black holes such as Schwarzschild’s. Indeed,
if one considers a leaf given by Geroch’s theorem in the far future, the leaf would look
similar to a hyperbolic cusp starting to bend violently toward the past in the vicinity
of the event horizon. Therefore, at future time infinity, Geroch’s foliation tends toward
a stationary foliation of the exterior of a black hole.
In any case, a leaf of such a punctured foliation would still contain all the future
information a leaf of a Geroch foliation contains, but would allow for topology change.
In the case of a Schwarzschild black hole one would have a puncture. The picture
described above is at best valid for Schwarzschild black holes and remains too naive
to extrapolate it to more general black hole solutions such as Kerr, Kerr-Newman or
Hayward black holes. Indeed, frame dragging, ring-like naked singularities, among other
more complicated phenomena, are expected to make this picture more involved. We
also might think of other ‘fantasy’ processes that can change the topology like random
Einstein-Rosen bridges occurring in the formation of non-deterministic or even naked
black holes/singularities. In any of these situations, a piece of boundary around a black
hole could evolve in a sophisticated manner which would be very different from the
simple Schwarzschild picture (for illustrations see, e.g. [65]). In the remainder of our
discussion, we emphasize the qualitative importance of black holes and topology change
for the large-scale average dynamics.
3.2.1. Qualitative influence of topology on spacetime dynamics The preserved quantity
is of topological origin in the 2 + 1 context: the Euler characteristic is a topological
invariant. This topological quantity is given by the following formula for finitely-
punctured, compact and oriented surfaces:
χ(Σt) = 2− 2g − s , (52)
where g is the genus (the number of handles) of the leafs Σt, and s is the number of
punctures (the number of ‘missing’ points).
We would like to compare the picture that χ may govern the large-scale behaviour
with the situation where Riem = 0. Every Lorentzian manifold satisfying Riem = 0
everywhere is locally isometric to Minkowski space (i.e. there exists a neighborhood of
each point which embeds isometrically into Minkowski), but this is not true globally.
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A theorem of Mess [73], since then generalized by Bonsante and Benedetti [17, 9],
Barbot [6], Bonsante and Seppi [18], and Brunswic [22], ‘classifies’ Cauchy-compact
maximal globally hyperbolic locally Minkowski spacetimes with singularities such as
massive particles or BTZ-like black holes (see next paragraph). For instance, spacetimes
without singularities are all quotients of some convex polyhedron of Minkowski space
by a discrete subgroup of the Poincare´ group. Three representative situations can be
distinguished:
• sporadic cases we will neglect,
• flat periodic spacetimes or translation spacetimes:
M = Tp × RN−p × R, g = ds2
Tp×RN−p − dt2 ,
where Tp is an p−dimensional flat torus for some p ∈ [0, N ] ∩ N ,
• and affine deformations (in a sense we shall not discuss) of Milne-like spacetimes:
M = Σ0 × R∗+, g = t2ds2Σ0 − dt2 ,
where Σ0 is a geodesically complete N−dimensional Riemannian manifold of
constant curvature −1.
Notice that translation spacetimes are stationary, while Milne-like spacetimes are
expanding (up to time reversal). We put into perspective the following.
Theorem 1 (Barbot) Up to finite coverings and linear twisted products, any N + 1–
dimensional maximal Cauchy-complete globally hyperbolic locally Minkowski spacetime
is either sporadic, a translation spacetime, or a twisted product of a Euclidean torus by
a deformation of a Milne-like spacetime.
The expression ‘finite coverings’ means that one can have finite-type symmetries as in a
crystal, and ‘linear twisted products’ means one can have large-scale periodicity which
is slightly more sophisticated than translation spacetimes.
One notices that the topology of the Cauchy hypersurface, up to a few elementary
cases, is enough to determine whether the spacetime is dynamic (expanding or
contracting) or stationary. This fact can be seen in the 2 + 1 computations: for ̺ = 0,
the Euler characteristic solely determines the large-scale behaviour of the volume scale
factor aD(t). Furthermore, the existence of a big bang or a big crunch is forced by the
topology. These two results thus extend to the cases N+1 qualitatively (even though the
Euler characteristic is not a sufficient criterion anymore), as long as the Riemann tensor
vanishes. We summarize these results by the following qualitative statement: The more
complex the topology, the more expanding or contracting. Section 3.2.3 discusses ways
to give more precise meaning to this statement. We would expect this phenomenon to
be stable upon small metric deformations.
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3.2.2. Topology and black holes in 2+1 We also notice that a puncture in the Cauchy
hypersurface is naturally interpreted as a singularity, i.e. a black/white hole. Thus,
each black/white hole intuitively accounts for 1 in the s−term and s would thus be
the number of black/white holes. This intuition is confirmed in the 2 + 1 locally
Minkowski case. Barbot, Bonsante and Schlenker [7, 8] classified 2 + 1 geometrical
singularities among which two types of black/white holes are of particular interest.
These are variations of the Ban˜ados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) Anti-deSitter example
[4]. Brunswic [23] extended Mess’ theorem to 2 + 1 flat spacetimes with so-called
extreme BTZ black/white holes. An extreme BTZ black hole is a singularity modeled
on (R3, gBTZ), where gBTZ = 2dtdr + dr
2 + r2dθ2, using cylindrical coordinates of R3.
The lines {r = r0, θ = θ0} are lightlike; furthermore, the line ∆ := {r = 0} is singular
and behaves as the horizon of a black hole since for any event p ∈ ∆, with J+(p) the
causal future of p, we have J+(p) ⊂ ∆. He shows that one can “fill” every puncture of
a parabolic holonomy with an extreme BTZ black/white hole in an absolutely maximal
spacetime in a unique way.
Theorem 2 (Brunswic) LetM be an absolutely maximal flat spacetime and let Σ0 be a
Cauchy surface ofM . Then,M admits a unique extensionM among absolutely maximal
flat spacetimes with extreme BTZ-like singularities. Furthermore, the complement of
the extreme BTZ-like singularities in M is isometric to M , and the punctures of Σ0 of
parabolic holonomy correspond bijectively to extreme BTZ-like singularities.
It was already known that punctures with hyperbolic holonomy correspond to BTZ
black/white holes. We have:
χ = 2− 2g −Number of (extreme) BTZ black/white holes . (53)
Notice that the genus does not change by the process of black/white hole
creation/destruction. Finally, we infer that black holes and white holes have a
quantitative effect on the large-scale dynamics of a spacetime in dimension 2 + 1. We
extrapolate such an effect to dimension N + 1. To conclude, we have:
• a quantitative link between topology (via the Euler characteristic) and large-scale
dynamics of a 2 + 1 dust spacetime given by the Gauss-Bonnet formula;
• a quantitative relation between the number of black/white holes and the Euler
characteristic in 2 + 1 empty spacetimes given by Barbot and Brunswic theorems;
• a qualitative link between multi-connectedness and large-scale dynamics for N + 1
empty spacetimes given by Mess-like theorems.
We are thus invited to think that black/white holes have a determining effect on
the large-scale average dynamics via their influence of the dynamics of the topology.
The above discussion leads for instance to a phase transition in dimension 2 + 1: the
formation of more that three black holes implies a large-scale contribution to expansion
or contraction. This in turn can give rise to a dark energy-like effect in terms of
topological volume acceleration, a¨D > 0. (For related investigations see, e.g. [67, 70].)
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3.2.3. Topology, curvature and black holes in higher dimensions The relationship given
by equations (42) and (53) linking the average of the scalar curvature to topology and
black holes does not generalize to higher dimensions. There are strong mathematical
and physical reasons preventing a na¨ıve generalization.
First, scalar curvature is very loosely related to topology. Although there are many
strong results constraining the topology of a manifold that admits a strictly positive
scalar curvature, the physical reality of inhomogeneous matter distributions implies
that, generically, the scalar curvature is somewhere negative. Indeed, on a compact
manifold of dimension of at least 3, every function that is negative at at least one point
is the scalar curvature of some Riemannian metric [12, 62]. Even worse, on any manifold
of dimension at least 3, one can construct a Riemannian metric of negative Ricci tensor;
hence, there exists a (Ricci) negatively curved three-sphere [69]. As a consequence, one
could have, e.g. a spherical spacetime behaving, at least for some period of time, like a
constant negative curvature spacetime.
Second, as a measure for topological complexity, the Euler characteristic fails in
the case of three-manifolds. It determines the topology of compact surfaces (and to
some extent the topology of finitely-punctured compact surfaces) in dimension 2 + 1,
but it is not true anymore for higher-dimensional manifolds. For instance, the Euler
characteristic is zero for odd-dimensional closed manifolds. The coarse topological
invariant provided by the Euler characteristic should thus be replaced by a stronger
one. Several candidates could play a role coherent with the N + 1 Mess theorem: the
number of generators of the first fundamental group π1(Σ) [20], the growth rate of π1(Σ)
(in the sense of geometric group theory, see [55] for a nice introduction), Betti numbers
[20], Reidemeister torsion [74], etc.
Third, the mass spectrum of extreme BTZ black holes in dimension 2 + 1 is a
singleton: every black hole considered above has the same mass. Obviously, this does
not carry over to dimension 3 + 1. One should thus weight the number of black holes
by a suitable invariant. Again, there are several candidates: the matter content of a
black hole, the area of the event horizon, the strength of the gravitomagnetic field, etc.
Quantifying the 3 + 1 case would open the door to observational determination of the
global topology by providing observational measures of the number, the mass function
and other characteristics of black holes.
Fourth, the formation of a black hole a priori adds a puncture p ∈ Σ to a Cauchy
hypersurface Σ. Such a puncture changes the Euler characteristic the same way in
every dimension: χ(Σ \ {p}) = χ(Σ)− (−1)N . However, as stated above, it is not clear
whether the Euler characteristic is the right topological invariant to consider. The only
qualitative evidence so far that topology influences large-scale behaviour is Barbot’s
generalization of Mess’ theorem; in this theorem, the topological ends of a Cauchy
hypersurface Σ of Cauchy-hyperbolic (expanding) spacetimes are (N − 1)−dimensional
tori TN−1. Therefore, the qualitative result of Barbot does not give any information on
the contribution of punctures. Either, the qualitative statement is valid for topological
ends such as punctures, or one needs to consider more complicated horizons and
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singularities such as toroidal horizons and to show they are physically relevant (which
is not clear since such horizons are unstable in asymptotically flat spacetimes [56, 52]).
In this context, a sustained attempt on investigations of black hole lattices is
followed by Clifton and collaborators, see the review [11] and references therein and
[10], as well as Fennen and Giulini [51] who investigate black hole packings. Such
approaches provide constructions of exact initial conditions of spacetimes with black
holes allowing to numerically explore the effect of black holes on large scales. The
approach by Fennen and Giulini adds a particular interesting element, since black hole
packings have a large number of degrees of freedom to allow construction of realistic
all-scale matter distributions.
4. The Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem for semi-Riemannian manifolds
In order to investigate the relevant 3+1 setting, the main focus of this section is to first
remind the reader of some material about the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern (henceforth GBC)
formula and its generalizations to semi-Riemannian manifolds. In the whole section,
n = 2p is an even integer and (M, g) is a 2p−dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold,
thus, it might be Lorentzian or Riemannian depending on the context. We recall that
the Euler characteristic is necessarily trivial for any compact without boundary odd-
dimensional manifold [20, pp. 340-358].
The original work can be found in Chern’s paper [43], who uses the Cartan
formalism in the Riemannian case. Subsequently, Avez [2] and Chern [44] generalized the
theorem to semi-Riemannian manifolds independently and using very different technics.
We will follow the method of Avez which can be directly extended to manifolds with
boundaries. The authors are aware that GBC formulae for semi-Riemannian manifolds
satisfying various gravitation/quantum laws is an active thread of research of which we
do not produce a bibliography, since its objectives are very different from ours and its
results are inapplicable to our purposes.
4.1. The Riemannian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formulae
The GBC term (or total curvature G) is defined as:
G =
(−1)p−1
23pπpp!
̟a1,···,an̟b1,···,bn
p∏
i=1
Riema2i−1a2ib2i−1b2i̟ , (54)
which gives in the 4−dimensional case:
G =
−1
128π2
̟a0,a1,a2,a3̟b0,b1,b2,b3Riem
a0a1b0b1Riema2a3b2b3̟ . (55)
The following theorem is well-known.
Theorem 3 (Gauss, Bonnet, Weyl, Allendorfer, Chern [43]) Let M be a Rie-
mannian manifold without boundary, then we have:∫
M
G = χ(M) . (56)
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However, the core result of Chern is stronger. Indeed, Chern’s simple proof boils down
to showing that even though G is not an exact form, G can be lifted to a bundle on
which it is exact: the sphere bundle.
Definition 1 (Sphere bundle) Let (M, g) be a 2p−dimensional Riemannian mani-
fold. The sphere bundle of M, denoted by SM, is the subbundle of the tangent bundle
TM whose elements are the unit vectors.
Theorem 4 (Chern [43]) Let (M, g) be a 2p−dimensional Riemannian manifold,
and let π : SM → M be its sphere bundle. Then, there exists a (2p − 1)−form Π
such that
π∗G = dΠ . (57)
Furthermore, Π can be decomposed as follows:
Π =
1
πp
p−1∑
k=0
(−1)k 1
1 · 3 · · · (n− 2k − 1)k!2p+kφk , (58)
where, for any local section ℓ : U ⊂M→ SM, the pull back of φk by ℓ can be written:
(ℓ∗φk)c1···c2p−1 =
1
2k
̟a1···a2p̟
b1···b2pℓa1
2p−2k∏
i=2
ℓai;bi
2p−2∏
i=2p−2k
Riem
ai+1ai+2
bi+1bi+2
̟b1c1···c2p−1 , (59)
with ̟ the volume form of (M, g).
One notices that Π involves first order derivatives of ℓ which is expected, since it
is defined on a submanifold of the tangent bundle of M.
To deduce the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula, we remark that φ0 is the (normalized)
volume form on the fiber Π−1(p), p ∈M, induced by the Riemannian metric, and that
we choose a singular vector field v on M with isolated order ±1 singular points. One
can then apply Stokes’ formula on the image of M′ := M \ {v = 0} by the normed
vector field ℓ = 1|v|v. One then obtains:∫
M
G =
∫
ℓ(M′)
π∗G =
∫
∂ℓ(M′)
Π =
∑
x∈{ℓ=0}
Indexx(ℓ)
∫
SxM
φ0 = Index(ℓ) . (60)
By the Hopf-Poincare´ Theorem [20], the index of any such vector field ℓ equals the Euler
characteristic.
4.2. The semi-Riemannian Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formulae
These last theorems do not apply directly to semi-Riemannian manifolds, since Chern
makes use of the action of O(n) on tangent spaces which does not preserve the metric
tensor on general semi-Riemannian manifolds. We generalize Chern’s result using a
Wick rotation method, first used by Avez [2]; another way based on the Chern-Weyl
homomorphism is explained in [44].
We give ourselves a semi-Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension 2p and, as Avez
did, notice that all the terms involved in the formula are polynomials in Riem, g, and
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the coordinates of a vector field. The idea is then to decompose g into a positive g+
and a negative part g−: g = g++g−. It is possible to deform g into g˜ = g+−g− which
is positive-definite with explicit expression of the integrand along the deformation.
We set that g has signature (k, 2p− k), meaning that the matrix (g)ij has 2p− k
positive eigenvalues and k negative ones. Given a point P ∈M, since (g)ij is symmetric
at P in any local chart orthonormal at P , there is a non-unique decomposition of the
tangent bundle of M,
TM = T+M
⊥⊕
T−M , (61)
such that g induces a positive-definite bilinear form on T+M and a negative-definite
on T−M. We can define a(x, y) = g(π+(x), π+(y)) and b(x, y) = g(π−(x), π−(y)) with
π+ and π− the orthogonal projection on T+M and T−M, respectively. We then set
gα = a− αb for α ∈ R, so that g−1 = g, g<0 is indefinite, g>0 is positive-definite, and
g0 is singular. We note α the objects associated to the gα metric. We begin with a key
lemma by Avez.
Lemma 1 (Avez [2]) Using the same notations as above, there exists a polynomial A
with coefficients in C∞(M,R) depending only on a and b such that
∀α ∈ R∗ , Gα = |α|
k
α7p
A(α)̟α . (62)
This lemma allows to compute formulae for α > 0 and extend them for α < 0 using the
analyticity of A. For instance, Avez used it to prove an extension of the GBC theorem
for semi-Riemannian manifolds.
Theorem 5 (Gauss, Bonnet, Chern, Avez [44, 2]) Let M be a semi-Riemannian
manifold with signature (k, 2p− k), compact without boundary, then∫
M
G = (−1)[k/2]+p χ(M) . (63)
Proof: There are two cases, we begin by the even k one. Applying the GBC formula for
α > 0, we get: ∫
M
Gα = χ(M) .
Using the Avez lemma we have:∫
M
A(α)̟ |α|
3k/2
α7p
= χ(M) ,
and, thus,
∀α > 0, |α|3k/2
∫
M
A(α)̟ = α7pχ(M) .
One notices that, if k is not even, then the right-hand side is a polynomial in α while
the left-hand side has a term in
√
α, therefore, both are zero and the theorem is true.
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If k is even, since the right-hand side is a polynomial in α, one can extend the formula
to negative alpha:
∀α ∈ R∗, |α|3k/2
∫
M
A(α)̟ = α7pχ(M) .
We consider it for α = −1 and, since the Avez lemma implies A(−1)̟ = (−1)pG, we
obtain: ∫
M
G = (−1)k/2+pχ(M) . 
It is important to extract the general method from the proof above; in the
application section 5 we shall use the following scheme:
(i) finding a decomposition of the tangent bundle as in equation (61);
(ii) considering the twisted metric and giving oneself a unit vector field X, then cutting
the boundary term into a part that can be pulled-back to M, the ‘spatial part’,
and a part which is purely ‘angular’, identifying the angular part by using the
Hopf-Poincare´ theorem [20] to obtain the Euler characteristic;
(iii) evaluating how the spatial boundary term changes while twisting-back the metric
to the semi-Riemannian one, α staying positive;
(iv) using the rigidity property of the Avez lemma to extend the formula to negative α.
The next section is devoted to the application of the formula to the 3 + 1 case in the
averaging context.
5. Sandwich approach with semi-Riemannian GBC
Considering the results obtained in dimension 2 + 1 using the GBC formula and the
generalization of the GBC formula to dimension 2p and to Lorentzian manifolds we
described in the preceding sections, it appears natural to try applying the GBC formula
the same way to dimension 3 + 1. However, several issues arise.
First, we applied the GBC formula to a 2D (thus even-dimensional) closed spacelike
leaf, while we have now a 3D (thus odd-dimensional) spacelike leaf. In this context,
the GBC integrand is identically zero, thus the GBC theorem does not give anything
more than the equality χ = 0 for closed Cauchy hypersurfaces Σt. One can by-pass
this issue by considering a thick spacelike slice Σ[t,t+ε] and by letting ε → 0 (so-called
sandwich method). Second, even though, such a thick spacelike slice still has zero Euler
characteristic. One cannot expect much topological constraint from this. Third, one
cannot expect gravity to be fully constrained by topology since even in the case of
an empty model universe one can still have non-zero Weyl tensor and, thus, a pure
curvature dynamics (like gravitational waves). One can have black hole formation even
in this setting (see for instance [46]). Fourth, the GBC integrand is not the Ricci scalar
R anymore but a quadratic curvature polynomial.
However, these issues do not prevent us from computing what GBC gives in 3 + 1:
Chern’s theorem 4 can be interpreted as a divergence formula for curvature. Therefore,
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we still expect that the GBC formula will give us a non-trivial equation in which the
Weyl curvature will contribute. Furthermore, the integral nature of the formula is well-
suited to give a further non-trivial equation for averaged variables. Indeed, we shall be
able to provide such an equation one level further down the hierarchy of a system for
scalar averages of 3+1 Einstein equations, which opens a promising route to a physical
closure of this system. We shall argue in Appendix A that this form makes the closure
issue unique and more transparent and may pave the way to solve the closure problem,
or at least to provide improved closure approximations.
5.1. Sandwich method and Wick rotation
This subsection explores a sandwich method in combination with Avez’ Wick rotation
method in the special case of a (3 + 1)−dimensional spacetime to obtain a new average
formula from GBC. As before, (M, g) is a 4−dimensional Lorentzian globally hyperbolic
manifold with spacelike leafs (Σt,h) satisfying the Einstein equation for irrotational
dust. We write M = (R× Σt, g).
A family of local charts (t, x1, x2, x3) such that (∂1,2,3 ∈ TΣt,∂t = u), where
TΣt denotes the set all vectors v ∈ TM tangent to one of the spacelike leafs Σt, and
g = −dt ⊗ dt + h, allows us to construct a family of semi-Riemannian structures
Mα = (R× Σt, gα) for α ∈ [−1, 1] with
gα = αdt⊗ dt+ h . (64)
Defined that way, these are the Wick rotations induced by the foliation Σt (as section 4.2
assumed the choice of such a foliation). This family of symmetric 2−tensors is singular
only for α = 0, Riemannian for α > 0 and Lorentzian for α < 0. All objects associated
to Mα will be denoted ⋆α. Note that M−1 =M, thus, the objects associated to M−1
will be denoted without any exponent. uα = |α|−1/2∂t is then the unit vector field on
Mα normal to Σt.
Furthermore, since Πα is a 3−form and since u ⊥ v, we can write the orthogonal
decomposition,
∀α > 0, u∗Πα = Πα// η +Πα⊥u ∧w + ζ ∧ v ∧ u , (65)
where η is the volume form induced on Σt, w (with components denoted by wij) the
volume form on the boundary ∂D induced by η, and ζ is some 1−form. Notice that
the formulae for u∗φk make sense whether the metric g is Riemannian or Lorentzian
and whether the vector u is unit or not. We thus extend the formula for u∗Πα for all
α. Then, taking any α > 0 and writing Gα = Gα̟, we have on any domain D with
smooth boundary:∫
D
Gαη = lim
ε→0+
1
ε
∫
[t,t+ε]×D
Gα
= lim
ε→0+
1
ε
∫
u([t,t+ε]×D)
π∗Gα
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= lim
ε→0+
1
ε
{(∫
u(Dt+ε)
−
∫
u(Dt)
)
Πα +
∫
u([t,t+ε]×∂D)
Πα
}
= lim
ε→0+
1
ε
{(∫
Dt+ε
−
∫
Dt
)
u∗Πα +
∫
[t,t+ε]×∂D
u∗Πα
}
=
∫
D
Lu
(
Πα//η
)
+
∫
∂D
Πα⊥w∫
D
Gαη =
∫
D
(
(∂t + I)Π
α
//
)
η +
∫
∂D
Πα⊥w . (66)
Beware: in order to get the third line in the computation above, one has to apply
Stokes’ theorem, but the boundary is not smooth. Therefore, one should first construct
a sequence of submanifolds with smooth boundary approximating [t, t+ ε]×D in ‘nice’
fashion and then go to the limit. This works without creating an additional boundary
term, because we chose ℓ = u, fixed before the approximation is done. One could also
try to apply the GBC formula by choosing a vector field ℓ = n normal to the boundary
of the domain [t, t + ε] × D; this yields an additional term given by the ‘angle’ of the
boundary on the pieces {t, t + ε} × ∂D. We expect this other integration method to
provide independent formulae in which the Euler characteristic of the boundary ∂D
would play a role.
Recalling Avez’ lemma (62), and ̟α = |α|1/2̟, we obtain:
∀α ∈ R∗, Gα = |α|3/2α−14A(α)̟ . (67)
The general argument by Avez is that, up to some power of |α|, the Gauss-Bonnet-
Chern integrand is a rational (hence meromorphic) function in the variable α with
real coefficients depending on gij, ∂kgij and ∂klgij, whereas the Euler characteristic is a
constant. We note that, for f a rational function defined on R but at some finitely many
(putative) poles, if f(α) is constant, say b ∈ R, for α ∈ U where U is an open subset of
R, then f(α) = b for all α ∈ R. The form Gα has rational coefficients up to some power
of |α|, and we can generalize the previous argumentation to such functions.
We wish to apply the previous line of argumentation to the following expressions.
f(α) :=
∫
D
Gαη ; (68)
g(α) :=
∫
D
(
(∂t + I)Π
α
//
)
η +
∫
∂D
Πα⊥w . (69)
Following from Avez’ lemma, we can decompose f(α) into a product of a power of |α|
and a rational function; we give a more physical decomposition below (see lemma 2).
To obtain the similar assertion of g(α), we will follow the same line of argumentation
as given by Avez:
• as shown by Avez, the Riemann tensor is a rational function in α;
• we easily notice that
̟α = |α|1/2̟ ; (70)
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• using a chart described in the introduction of this subsection we get:
∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (∇α) j(uα)i = |α|−1/2∇jui . (71)
Finally, φd involves three times ̟, one time u and 2d times ∇u, hence, the coefficients
of |α|3/2−dφαd are rational functions in α. We will then decompose Π// and Π⊥ with
respect to φ0 and φ1 and express G, φ0 and φ1 in terms of physical quantities to
conclude our computation (see lemmata 3 and 4).
5.2. Description of the GBC form
A description of the interior term G in terms of physical quantities is needed to obtain
a meaningful formula. We recall the definition of the Nomizu-Kulkarni product ? of
two symmetric (0, 2)−tensors A and B, written in components,
(A?B)ijkl = AikBjl +BikAjl −AilBjk −AjkBil , (72)
and the Ricci decomposition we will use in the following.
Theorem 6 (Ricci Decomposition [13]) On an (N+1)-dimensional semi-Riemann-
ian manifold (M, g), the following decomposition is orthogonal for the scalar product
A · B := Aijk···Bijk···:
Riem = C+ L + S , (73)
where C is the Weyl tensor of g, and L+ S the non-conformal part of Riem, with ‖
L =
R
2N(N + 1)
g ? g ; (76)
S =
1
N − 1g ?
(
Ric− R
N + 1
g
)
. (77)
From the definition of G and the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, one obtains
Lanczos’ formula [66]:
G =
−1
32π2
(|Riem|2 − 4|Ric|2 + R2)̟ , (78)
where |A|2 := Aijk···Aijk···. Combined with the Ricci decomposition, theorem 6, we then
obtain:
G =
−1
32π2
(|C|2 − 4|Ric|2 + R2 + |L|2 + |S|2)̟ . (79)
Using the Einstein equation (1), we can evaluate all terms in formula (79) but the Weyl
tensor. The simplest two are (recall that N = 3):
R2 = (̺+ 4Λ)2 ; (80)
|Ric|2 = ̺2 + 2Λ̺+ 4Λ2 . (81)
‖ Note that L+S = g?P, where P is the Schouten tensor. We may write these tensors in components:
.Lijkl =
R
N(N + 1)
(gikgjl − gilgjk) ; (74)
Sijkl =
2R
(N + 1)(N − 1) (gikgjl − gilgjk) +
1
N − 1 (gikRicjl + gjlRicik − gilRicjk − gjkRicil) . (75)
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To ease the computation for the last two, one can notice that for any symmetric
2−tensors A,B:
|A?B|2 = (A? B)ijkl (A? B)ijkl
= 4
(
AijA
ijBklB
kl + (AijB
ij)2 −A ji A kj B lk B il −A ji B kj A lkB il
)
. (82)
When A = g, this reduces to
|g ?B|2 = 8BklBkl + 4(B ii )2 . (83)
In particular this gives:
|L|2 = 1
(2 · 3 · 4)2
(
8gijg
ij + 4(g ii )
2
)
R2 =
1
6
(̺+ 4Λ)2 ; (84)
|S|2 = 1
22
{
8
(
Ricij − R
4
gij
)(
Ricij − R
4
gij
)
+ 4
(
R− R
4
g ii
)}
= 2
(
RicijRic
ij − 2R
4
Ric ii +
R2
42
g ii
)
=
3
2
̺2 . (85)
We thus obtain:
Lemma 2 There exists a function B, rational in α, with coeffcient in C∞(M) such
that:
Gα =
|α|3/2
π2
B(α)̟ ∀α ∈ R∗ (86)
and
B(−1) = −1
32
(
|C|2 − 4
3
̺2 +
4
3
Λ̺+
8
3
Λ2
)
. (87)
5.3. Computation of the Chern’s form components
We would like to express Πα// in terms of physical quantities.¶ Since ui;j = Θij it is
expected than at least part of Πα// can be written in terms of scalar invariants of the
expansion tensor. We shall see that it is indeed the case.
Lemma 3 There exist functions C and D, rational in α, with coefficient in C∞(M)
such that:
Πα// =
|α|−1/2
π2
C(α) + |α|
1/2
π2
D(α) , (88)
and
C(−1) = 1
2
III ; (89)
D(−1) = 3
4
III− 1
4
(∂t + I) · II + ΛI . (90)
¶ A computation of the Wick rotation of Π can be found in [1]. However, we wish to have a formula
in terms of scalar invariants of the extrinsic curvature (here minus the expansion tensor Θij) that the
aforementioned paper does not provide. Furthermore, our computation includes cases were the vector
field u is not normal to the boundary.
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Proof: We first compute u∗φ0 (denoting (u
α)i;j := (∇α)j(uα)i and ui;j := (uα=−1)i;j =
(∇α=−1)j(uα=−1)i):
((uα)∗φα0 )c1c2c3 = (̟
α)a1a2a3a4(̟
α)b1b2b3b4(uα)a1(uα)a2;b2(u
α)a3;b3(u
α)a4;b4(̟
α)b1c1c2c3
= |α|3/2−4/2ηa2a3a4ηb2b3b4ua2;b2ua3;b3ua4;b4ηc1c2c3
= |α|−1/2ηa1a2a3ηb2b3b4Θa1b1Θa2b2Θa3b3ηc1c2c3
(uα)∗φα0 = 6|α|−1/2III η .
To obtain the second line, recall that uai;0 = 0 since the fluid is geodesic and, thus, non-
zero terms in the sum are those with b1 = 0 and the spacelike leaves being orthogonal
to u, ui̟ic1c2c3 = ̟0c1c2c3 = ηc1c2c3. We thus define C(α) := 12 III, C(α) independent of
α here.
Secondly, we compute u∗φα1|TΣt :
+
u∗φα1|TΣt = =
1
12
(u∗φα1)ijkη
ijkη
=
1
6
(̟α)a1a2a3a4(̟
α)lb2b3b4(uα)a1(uα)a2;b2(Riem
α)a3a4b3b4(̟
α)lijkη
ijkη
=
1
2
|α|3/2−2/2ηa2a3a4ηb2b3b4Θa2b2(Riemα)a3a4b3b4η
= − 3|α|1/2Θ[i[i(Riemα)jk]jk]η .
We notice that Riemα is rational in α, so that we can define D(α) := 3
8
Θ
[i
[i(Riem
α)
jk]
jk].
Then:
D(−1) = 3
8
Θ
[i
[iRiem
jk]
jk]
=
3
8
(
Θ ii Riem
jk
jk + 2Θ
j
i Riem
ki
jk
)
=
3
8
(Θ ii Riem jkjk +Θ ii Θ jj Θ kk −Θ ii Θ kj Θ jk
+2Θ ji Riem kijk + 2Θ ji Θ kj Θ ik − 2Θ ji Θ ij Θ kk
)
=
1
8
(
IR− 2Θ ji Ric ij + 6III
)
. (91)
From equation (6) we have:
IR− 2Θ ji Ric ij = −2 (∂tII + I · II− ΛI) , (92)
so that:
D(−1) = 3
4
III− 1
4
(∂tII + I · II− ΛI) . (93)

Lemma 4 There exists a function E , rational in α, with coefficients in C∞(M) such
that:
Πα⊥ =
|α|1/2
π2
E(α) ,
+ Beware that on the first three lines the summation is over 0, 1, 2, 3, while on the last line the
summation as well as the antisymmetrization is reduced to 1, 2, 3. Note also that antisymmetrization
is applied before taking the trace.
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and
E(−1) = 1
4
H ji w
k
j Θ
i
k ,
with Hij the components of the spatially projected magnetic part of the Weyl tensor, and
wij the components of the volume form of the boundary ∂D.
Proof: From the definition of Π⊥, and (u ∧w)abcgaigbjgck(u ∧w)ijk = −6 we have:
Πα⊥ =
1
6 · 8π2
(
(uα)∗φα1|T (∂D×R)
)
abc
gaigbjgck(u ∧w)ijk
=
1
6 · 16π2u
α
a1
(̟α)a1a2a3a4Riemαa3a4b3b4(̟
α)b1b2b3b4uαa2;b2(̟
α)b1ijku
iwjk
= − |α|
1/2
16π2
ua1̟
a1a2a3a4Riemαa3a4b3b4̟
b1b2b3b4ua2;b2vb1
=
|α|1/2
16π2
ua1̟
a1a2a3a4Riemαa3a4b3b4(u
b2wb3b4 + ub3wb4b2 + ub4wb2b3)ua2;b2
=
|α|1/2
8π2
ηa2a3a4Riemαa3a4b3b4u
b3wb4b2Θb2a2
=
|α|1/2
π2
E(α) .
With E(α) = 1
8
ηa2a3a4Riemαa3a4b3b4u
b3wb4b2Θb2a2 , which is a rational function in α, we
have:
E(−1) = 1
8
ηa2a3a4Riema3a4b3b4u
b3wb4b2Θb2a2 .
We now use the Ricci decomposition to obtain: Riem = C + g ? P, where P is the
Schouten tensor. Using the definition of the Nomizu-Kulkarni product, we obtain:
ηa2a3a4(g ? P )a3a4b3b4u
b3wb4b2Θb2a2
= ηa2a3a4ga3b3Pa4b4w
b4b2ub3Θa2b2 + η
a2a3a4ga4b4Pa3b3w
b4b2ub3Θa2b2
− ηa2a3a4ga3b4Pa4b3wb4b2ub3Θa2b2 − ηa2a3a4ga4b3Pa3b4wb4b2ub3Θa2b2 .
From Einstein’s equation we have:
Pij = Agij +Buiuj ,
where A and B are some scalar fields, and since ηijkuk = 0, all four terms above vanish.
We thus have:
ηa2a3a4(g ? P )a3a4b3b4w
b4b2ub3Θa2b2 = 0 ,
and finally:
E(−1) = 1
8
ηa2a3a4Ca3a4b3b4u
b3wb4b2Θ a2b2 =
1
4
Ha2b4w
b4b2Θb2a2 =
1
4
H ji w
k
j Θ
i
k .

6. Results and Discussion
We summarize the results of the previous section in terms of the main theorem of this
article, and develop a number of corollaries to this theorem, verify the results in terms of
derivations from a class of exact solutions, and discuss the resulting evolution equations
for the backreaction variables.
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6.1. Final formula
Combining lemmata 2, 3, 4 and equation (66), we obtain for all α > 0:∫
D
Gαη =
∫
D
(
(∂t + I)Π
α
//
)
η +
∫
∂D
Πα⊥w ;
|α|3/2
π2
〈B(α)〉D = |α|
−1/2
π2
(∂t + I)〈C(α)〉D + |α|
1/2
π2
(∂t + I)〈D(α)〉D + |α|
1/2
π2
|∂D|
|D| 〈E(α)〉∂D ;
α2〈B(α)〉D = (∂t + I)〈C(α)〉D + α(∂t + I)〈D(α)〉D + α |∂D||D| 〈E(α)〉∂D (∀α > 0) .
Since B(α), C(α),D(α), E(α) are all rational in α, so are their averages, and since the
last equation equals rational functions, it is therefore valid for all α ∈ R which is not a
pole. We finally have:
〈B(−1)〉D = (∂t + I)〈C(−1)〉D − (∂t + I)〈D(−1)〉D − |∂D||D| 〈E(−1)〉∂D . (94)
Theorem 7 Let D be a compact spacelike hypersurface with smooth boundary in
a 4−dimensional Lorentzian manifold M satisfying the irrotational dust Einstein
equation. If D is fluid-orthogonal, then the following holds:∗
1
8
〈|C|2〉D − 1
6
〈̺2〉D + 1
6
Λ〈̺〉D + 1
3
Λ2
= (∂t + 〈I〉D) 〈III〉D − (∂t + 〈I〉D)2〈II〉D + Λ(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈I〉D + |∂D||D| 〈Hijw
jkΘ ik 〉∂D . (95)
Corollary 1 Under the same conditions as in theorem 7, and if M is ‘silent’, i.e.
Hij = 0, we have:
1
8
〈|C|2〉D − 1
6
〈̺2〉D + 1
6
Λ〈̺〉D + 1
3
Λ2
= (∂t + 〈I〉D) 〈III〉D − (∂t + 〈I〉D)2〈II〉D + Λ(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈I〉D . (96)
Corollary 2 Let Σ be a compact and without boundary spacelike hypersurface of
a 4−dimensional Lorentzian manifold M satisfying the irrotational dust Einstein
equation. If Σ is fluid-orthogonal, then the following holds:
1
8
〈|C|2〉Σ − 1
6
〈̺2〉Σ + 1
6
Λ〈̺〉Σ + 1
3
Λ2
= (∂t + 〈I〉Σ) 〈III〉Σ − (∂t + 〈I〉Σ)2〈II〉Σ + Λ(∂t + 〈I〉Σ)〈I〉Σ . (97)
We proceed with a remark on the boundary term, absent in the last two corollaries. As
is expected, the boundary term is a full divergence.
∗ Recall that for any scalar ψ:
(∂t+ 〈I〉)2ψ := (∂t+ 〈I〉)(∂t+ 〈I〉)ψ = ∂ttψ+ 〈I〉∂tψ+ ∂t(〈I〉ψ)+ 〈I〉2ψ =
(
∂tt + 2〈I〉∂t + ∂t〈I〉+ 〈I〉2
)
ψ .
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Lemma 5 The boundary integrand is a full covariant divergence, more precisely: for
any domain D with smooth boundary we have:∫
D
(HijΘ
i
k η
jkl)||l η =
∫
∂D
HijΘ
i
k w
jk
w . (98)
The main theorem thus has a corresponding local formulation.
Corollary 3 Under the same hypothesis as theorem 7 one has:
1
8
|C|2 − 1
6
̺2 +
1
6
Λ̺+
1
3
Λ2 = (∂t + I) III− (∂t + I)2II + Λ(∂t + I)I + (HijΘ ik ηjkl)||l .
(99)
In what follows we shall abbreviate the average of the boundary term,
BD :=
|∂D|
|D| 〈Hijw
jkΘ ik 〉∂D = 〈(HijΘ ik ηjkl)||l〉D . (100)
We are now going to investigate alternative forms of the theorem that feature the relevant
variables in the cosmological context. Using the averaged energy constraint (20), and
verifying the equalities (∂t + 〈I〉D)2〈̺〉D = 0 and (∂t + 〈I〉D)2Λ = Λ(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈I〉D, we
obtain the following compact relation for the evolution of the averaged scalar curvature.
Corollary 4 Under the same conditions as in theorem 7, the following second-order
evolution equation for the averaged scalar curvature holds:
1
2
(∂t+ 〈I〉D)2〈R〉D+(∂t + 〈I〉D) 〈III〉D = 1
8
〈|C|2〉D− 1
6
〈̺2〉D+ 1
6
〈̺〉DΛ+ 1
3
Λ2−BD.(101)
In expanded form (using the Hubble functional HD = 1/3 〈I〉D):
〈R〉··D + 6HD 〈R〉·D + (3H˙D + 9H2D) 〈R〉D + 2 (∂t + 3HD) 〈III〉D
=
1
4
〈|C|2〉D − 1
3
〈̺2〉D + 1
3
〈̺〉DΛ+ 2
3
Λ2 − 2BD . (102)
We can further simplify the expanded form, equation (102), by successively inserting
the averaged energy constraint (24) (N=3), 3H2D = 〈̺〉D + Λ − 12(QD + 〈R〉D), and the
averaged Raychaudhuri equation (23) or (16) (N=3), 3H˙D = −32 〈̺〉D + 32QD + 12 〈R〉D.
Note that the order of insertions matters, and this game has been played many times
in the manipulations leading to theorem 8 in Appendix A. We can profit from these
insights leading to the following manipulation: insert first (23) into the coefficient of
〈R〉D in (102), then eliminate QD via (24), enforce the averaged variance, 〈̺2〉D − 〈̺〉2D,
in favour of just 〈̺2〉D and, inspired by the effective free-fall time TF := 1/
√
Λ− 〈̺
2
〉
D ,
we have:
2
3T 2F
(〈̺〉D + Λ) = −
1
3
〈̺〉2D +
1
3
〈̺〉D Λ+
2
3
Λ2 , hence ,
−1
3
〈
̺2
〉
D +
1
3
〈̺〉D Λ +
2
3
Λ2 = −1
3
[〈
̺2
〉
D − 〈̺〉
2
D
]
+
2
3T 2F
(〈̺〉D + Λ) , (103)
leading to the following alternative form.
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Corollary 5 Under the same conditions as in theorem 7, the following second-order
evolution equation for the averaged scalar curvature holds:
〈R〉··D + 6HD 〈R〉·D +
(
3
[〈
̺
2
〉
D + Λ
]− 〈R〉D) 〈R〉D + 23 [〈̺2〉D − Λ] [〈̺〉D + Λ]
= −2 (∂t + 3HD) 〈III〉D + 1
4
〈|C|2〉D − 1
3
[〈̺2〉D − 〈̺〉2D]− 2BD . (104)
In the form of corollary 4 we can provide the evolution equation for the kinematical
backreactionQD by exploiting the integrability condition (26) (forN = 3). we transform
the time-derivative operator 〈R〉··D + 6HD 〈R〉·D in by making use of the integrability
condition and its time-derivative (using a˙D/aD = HD):
0 = 〈R〉·D + 2HD 〈R〉D + Q˙D + 6HDQD =: I (105)
0 = 〈R〉··D + 2HD 〈R〉·D + 2H˙D 〈R〉D + Q¨D + 6HDQ˙D + 6H˙DQD = I˙ , (106)
i.e., we can construct various combinations of conservation laws, the relevant here being
I˙ + 4HD I = 0, which translates into the following equality:
〈R〉··D + 6HD 〈R〉·D + Q¨D + 10HDQ˙D = 0 + L.O.T.
Using the operator (∂t + 3HD) (with the Hubble functional HD = 1/3 〈I〉D) we get:
(∂t + 3HD)2 〈R〉D = −(∂t + 3HD)2 〈QD〉D − 4(∂t + 3HD) 〈QD〉D + L.O.T.
Computing these lower order terms, abbreviated by L.O.T. above, with the averaged
Raychaudhury equation (23) and the averaged energy constraint (24) (for N = 3), we
obtain the following.
Corollary 6 Under the same conditions as theorem 7, the following second-order
evolution equation for the kinematical backreaction variable QD = 23〈I〉2D − 2〈II〉D holds:
(∂t + 〈I〉D)2QD +
4
3
〈I〉D (∂t + 〈I〉D)QD +
4
3
(
1
6
〈I〉2D +
Λ
2
− 〈̺〉D +QD
)
QD
= 2(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈III〉D −
2
9
〈I〉2D
[
Λ− 〈̺
2
〉
D
]− 1
4
〈|C|2〉D + 1
3
[〈̺2〉D − 〈̺〉2D]− 2BD . (107)
In expanded form (also following directly from the expanded form (104)):
Q¨D + 10HDQ˙D +
(
20H2D −
2
3
[〈̺〉D + Λ] +
7
3
[
Λ− 〈̺
2
〉
D +QD
])QD
= 2(∂t + 3HD)〈III〉D − 2H2D
(
Λ− 〈̺
2
〉
D
)− 1
4
〈|C|2〉D + 1
3
[〈̺2〉D − 〈̺〉2D]− 2BD . (108)
Before we discuss the above theorem and its corollaries, we shall explicitly verify the
theorem through derivation from a class of exact solutions.
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6.2. Silent model universes and the Szekeres family of solutions, a verification
Silent model universes [21, 50, 15] furnish an easy way to check the main theorem (more
precisely corollary 1) for a wide class of solutions, since they satisfy a set of ordinary
differential equations. These examples include FLRW solutions as well as spherically
symmetric LTB (Lemaˆıtre-Tolman-Bondi) solutions [64, 16, 79, 80] and the more general
Szekeres solutions [82, 64, 81] (which satisfy all the hypotheses outlined in section 1.3).
We start by demonstrating the theorem 7 for the simplest, but general locally
isotropic FLRW solutions. For this class the Weyl tensor vanishes (see standard
textbooks, e.g. [59]) and the theorem reduces to the following expression:
−1
6
̺2H +
1
3
Λ2 +
1
6
Λ̺H = (∂t + IH) IIIH − (∂t + IH)2IIH + Λ(∂t + IH)IH ,
where we have put I = IH(t) = 3H = 3
a˙
a
with the scale factor a(t); II = IIH(t) = 3H
2;
III = IIIH(t) = H
3, and ̺ = ̺H(t), obeying the continuity equation ˙̺H = −3H̺H and
the Friedmann equation ̺H = 3H
2 − Λ + 3k/a2, with the curvature constant k. Using
these relations, one directly gets:
H˙ = −3
2
H2 +
1
2
Λ− 1
2
k
a2
; H¨ =
9
2
H3 − 3
2
ΛH +
5
2
k
a2
H .
Thus, expanding the right-hand side of the theorem’s formula, one obtains:
RHS = 24H4 + 9ΛH2 − 42H2H˙ − 3ΛH˙ − 6 H˙2 − 6HH¨
= − 3
2
H4 +
3
2
ΛH2 − 3 kH2 + 3
2
Λk − 3
2
k2
= − 1
6
̺2H +
1
3
Λ2 +
1
6
Λ̺H ,
which verifies the theorem. 
We now move to the general system of silent model universes. A specificity of this
class of models and the corresponding classes of exact solutions is that the gravitoelectric
part of the Weyl tensor E and the shear tensor σ are co-diagonalizable, and their
eigenvalues together with ̺ and I satisfy a system of ordinary differential equations.
Furthermore, in these cases, E and σ are scalars. We call E and S the respective
eigenvalues of E and σ in the direction of the orbit of the SO(3)-action. We obtain the
following system of ordinary differential equations:
I˙ = − 1
3
I2 − 1
2
̺− 6S2 + Λ ;
˙̺ = − ̺I ;
S˙ = − 2
3
IS+S2 − E ;
E˙ = − 1
2
̺S− 3ES− EI . (109)
Since we have
II =
1
3
I2 − 3S2 ; III = 1
27
I3 − IS2 − 2S3 ; |C|2 = 48E2 , (110)
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a direct computation using equations (109) and (110) provides:
I˙I = − 2
9
I3 − 6S3 + 6ES− 1
3
I̺+
2
3
ΛI ;
˙III = − 1
27
I4 + 2IS3 + 2IES+ (I2 + 6E)S2 − 1
18
(I2 − 9S2)̺
+
1
9
ΛI2 − ΛS2 ;
I¨I =
2
9
I4 + 12IS3 − 18S4 − 10IES+ 2(2I2 + 3E)S2 − 6E2
+
1
9
(7I2 − 9S2)̺+ 1
6
̺2 − 8
9
ΛI2 − 2
3
Λ̺− 4ΛS2 + 2
3
Λ2 . (111)
Equations (109), (110) and (111) can be combined into a single equation:
(∂t + I)III− (∂t + I)2II + Λ(∂t + I)I− 1
8
|C|2 + 1
6
̺2 − 1
6
Λ̺− 1
3
Λ2 = 0 . (112)
Using the commutation rule in the form (14), we obtain theorem 7 for the Szekeres
family of solutions:
(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈III〉D − (∂t + 〈I〉D)2〈II〉D + Λ(∂t + 〈I〉D)〈I〉D (113)
−1
8
〈|C|2〉D + 1
6
〈̺2〉D − 1
6
Λ〈̺〉D − 1
3
Λ2 = 0 . (114)
We conclude that the main theorem 7 holds for silent model universes containing the
Szekeres family of solutions.
6.3. Discussion of theorem 7 and of its corollaries
Theorem 7 and its corollaries supplement the non-closed system of scalar-averaged
equations by one further equation for the volume scale factor aD, the averaged dust
density 〈̺〉D, the averaged scalar curvature 〈R〉D, and the kinematical backreaction QD.
Although only one further equation is needed to close the system, the new equation
furnished by corrolary 6 to theorem 7 for the kinematical backreaction variable QD
contains further variables for which further evolution equations have to be derived, as
expected. We also note that, though the boundary term has the form discussed in
section 3.2, the formula obtained does not give a “static” relation between 〈R〉D and
boundary terms but rather a “dynamical” relation. Indeed, we obtain a second-order
differential equation relating 〈R〉D to source terms and a boundary term in corrolary 5.
We see a number of advantages of the particular form of these new equations, since
it defines a promising route to a physical closure condition on this level of the hierarchy
of scalar-averaged equations. To underpin this statement, we look at the equation (108).
We have written this equation so that all terms in the first line contain known variables,
QD, HD and 〈̺〉D, while the right-hand side of this equation is still to be evaluated. We
identify two expressions: the first two terms in the second line feature a time-evolving
expression for the averaged third principal scalar invariant of the expansion tensor (here
divided by 2):
〈III〉·D + 3HD 〈III〉D −H2D
[
Λ− 〈̺
2
〉
D
]
=
1
VD
(〈III〉DVD)· −H2D
[
Λ− 〈̺
2
〉
D
]
, (115)
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with the volume |D| = VD. This expression is zero for the homogeneous FLRW case.
Note that all other terms also vanish in the FLRW case, the non-local terms QD = 0,
〈̺2〉D − 〈̺〉2D = 0, and already before averaging, the local terms |C|2 = 0, Hij = 0. For
the above expression there are indications in Newtonian theory that the averaged third
invariant multiplied by the volume, 〈III〉D VD, is related to the Euler characteristic of the
domain boundary ∂D, see [section 3.1.2][29], a property that has yet to be understood
within general relativity.
The next terms on the second line on the right-hand side of this equation feature
the averaged Weyl invariant, the averaged variance of the dust density, and a boundary
term; we here write the first two of these terms,
−1
4
〈|C|2〉D + 13 (〈̺2〉D − 〈̺〉2D) . (116)
For this expression there are indications on a relation of the averaged Weyl invariant
to information entropy functionals of the density and the kinematical backreaction,
see [68], a relation that is currently generalized by employing relativistic Lagrangian
perturbation theory.
Ongoing work is dedicated to understand and model these terms, before looking
at further evolution equations down the hierarchy of scalar-averaged equations. It will
be nonetheless necessary to continue the search for new equations in the hope to close
the scalar-averaged system. In this regard, we followed an intricate method to obtain
the main formula. Even though, considering corollary 3, it should be possible to derive
this formula directly from the general hierarchy of 3 + 1 Einstein equations. To our
knowledge this formula is new. We put complementary formulae into perspective in
Appendix A that provide further insights. Looking at new ways to find such formulae
we note that there are unexplored degrees of freedom in the method: the vector field ℓ
in Chern’s formula in theorem 4 is free; we computed a formula identifying ℓ with the
fluid 4−velocity which was the simplest choice. Other choices can be made to extract
other meaningful information. Furthermore, the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula is but
one example among many such integral formulae, and we expect that further equations
could be derived from formulae coming from the second Chern’s class or the Atiyah-
Patodi-Singer index theorem with boundary (see for instance [72]). In this regard, a
recent work of Ba¨r and Strohmaier proved a Lorentzian equivalent to Atiyah-Patodi-
Singer for the Dirac equation [3].
Even though closure is not achieved, the formula is expected to bring many
secondary results. For instance, as discussed in the 2+1 setting, we expect singularities
and black holes to play a role in explaining the dark energy component in the standard
model of cosmology. When applied to the complement of the horizon of a black hole,
the boundary term in the formula happens to provide a radiative contribution to the
black hole; however, this contribution turned out to be zero due to the symmetries of
the spatially projected magnetic part of the Weyl tensor for Kerr-Newman black holes.
It is still expected to be non-trivial for non-stationary black holes.
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Appendix A. On evolution equations for averaged curvature invariants and
backreaction; more details on the closure problem
In this appendix we shall put unpublished results of an earlier draft♯ into perspective
to discuss the issue of closure of the system of averaged equations, but also to explicitly
demonstrate that the strategy to derive evolution equations for averaged curvature
invariants and backreaction is not unique, i.e. the result largely depends on the
strategy used. The purpose of these additional informations is to direct the reader to
complementary insights while obtaining different evolutions equations as those obtained
in the main text via the route of following the GBC approach. Since the problem of
closure is not yet solved in this paper, but to our opinion more transparently formulated,
the following may be also useful for further progress on this front. We emphasize that
with these additional equations the closure problem is formulated at a deeper level of the
hierarchy of evolution equations; imposing various closure conditions employed in the
literature, cf. section 1, is thus possible on this deeper level, where from a perturbative
perspective we encounter several orders-of-magnitude smaller source terms, which points
to a better control of approximations for the average dynamics on large scales.
In the following we shall refer to the set of 3+1 Einstein equations for an irrotational
dust matter model in a flow-orthogonal foliation of spacetime as in the main text, hence,
all references to equations of the main text are applied to the case N = 3. We write
the Einstein equations in the following form (adopting the same conventions as in the
main text, i.e. 8πG = c = 1, except that we denote the first principal scalar invariant I
of the expansion tensor by the rate of expansion I = Θ):
1
2
R+ 1
3
Θ2 − σ2 = ̺+ Λ ; σij||i =
2
3
Θ|j ;
♯ This appendix contains the essential material written in Sendai and Tokyo, Japan, in 1999-2000 as
a follow-up of the invited paper [24].
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∂t̺ = −Θ̺ ; ∂tgij = 2 gikσkj +
2
3
Θgikδ
k
j ;
∂tΘ+
1
3
Θ2 + 2σ2 +
̺
2
− Λ = 0 ;
∂tσ
i
j +Θσ
i
j = −
(
Ric ij −
1
3
δijR
)
=: −τ ij , (A.1)
where σij are the coefficients of shear, σ
2 := 1/2σijσ
j
i the rate of shear as in the main
text, and τij denote the trace-free part of the spatial Ricci tensor components Ric ij .
We are going to employ the trace-parts of Eqs. (A.1), the energy constraint, the
continuity equation, Raychaudhuri’s equation and the last of Eqs. (A.1) from which we
derive the following evolution equations for the rate of shear and the scalar curvature,
respectively, by contracting this equation with the shear tensor. Also the last evolution
equation can be easily verified:
R+ 2
3
Θ2 − 2σ2 = 2̺+ 2Λ ;
˙̺ + Θ̺ = 0 ;
Θ˙ +
1
3
Θ2 + 2σ2 = Λ− ̺
2
;
2(σ2)˙ + 4Θσ2 = R˙+ 2
3
ΘR = −ν ; ν := 2τ ijσji ;
ν˙ +Θν = κ− 4τ 2 ; κ := 2τ˙ ijσji . (A.2)
An overdot abbreviates the the partial time-derivative here, and we have introduced the
rate of curvature anisotropies τ 2 := 1/2τ ijτ
j
i. The above system of five equations (A.2)
for the seven scalar variables ̺, Θ, R, σ, τ , ν and κ is not closed; evolution equations
for the fields τ and κ are needed.
Going one level down the set of scalar evolution equations corresponds, in the
averaged case, to finding evolution equations for the averaged scalar curvature 〈R〉D
and the kinematical backreaction QD. Such a strategy turns out to be fairly involved,
and not unique. The resulting form of the evolution equation will strongly depend on
the way we derive them. In particular, we can ‘force’ a particular form of the coefficients
and subsequently obtain different source terms. On these grounds, the GBC approach
in this paper provides a unique way of obtaining those evolution equations.
The first steps (presented in the next two subsections) are straightforward: we
average the remaining evolution equations in the set (A.2) that have not been explicitly
used thus far. We begin with the first set of equations which furnishes a useful addition
to previous work.
Appendix A.1. Re-deriving the integrability condition (26)
In previous work, the integrability condition (26) has been shown to hold by comparing
the derivative of the averaged energy constraint (20) with the averaged Raychaudhuri
equation (19). The following shows that we can derive this condition also from the set
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of 3 + 1 Einstein equations. Consider the equations
2(σ2)˙ + 4Θσ2 = −ν ; (A.3)
R˙+ 2
3
ΘR = −ν , (A.4)
where ν := 2τ ijσ
j
i. The corresponding averaged equations, written for the kinematical
backreaction and averaged scalar curvature, read:
Q˙D + 2 〈Θ〉DQD − 〈µ〉D = 〈ν〉D ; (A.5)
〈R〉·D +
2
3
〈Θ〉D 〈R〉D + 〈µ〉D = −〈ν〉D , (A.6)
where a new variable appeared as a result of non-commutativity of averaging and time-
evolution:
〈µ〉D := −
1
3
(〈ΘR〉D − 〈Θ〉D 〈R〉D) . (A.7)
The proof that Eq. (A.5) follows from Eq. (A.3) uses the definition of QD, cf. Eq. (27),
here written as
QD = 2
3
(〈
Θ2
〉
D − 〈Θ〉
2
D
)− 2 〈σ〉2D , (A.8)
and the local and averaged Raychaudhuri equations with the local and averaged energy
constraints inserted (together with a repeated use of the commutation rule (12)):††
Θ˙ + Θ2 = 3Λ +
3
2
̺−R ; (A.9)
〈Θ〉·D + 〈Θ〉2D = 3Λ +
3
2
〈̺〉D − 〈R〉D . (A.10)
The new variable 〈µ〉D can be viewed to arise as the average of the following local
quantities:
µ1 := −1
3
(δΘδR) ; µ2 := −1
3
(ΘδR) ; µ3 := −1
3
(RδΘ) , (A.11)
where δΘ := Θ − 〈Θ〉D and δR := R − 〈R〉D denote the deviation fields of the local
quantities with respect to their average. We can always use expressions of the type as
the first of these expressions to provide an upper bound on the magnitude, here of 〈µ〉D,
using Schwarz’ inequality:
| 〈µ〉D | = | 〈µ1〉D | ≤
1
3
(∆Θ∆R)1/2 , (A.12)
with the averaged variances (fluctuation amplitudes) ∆Θ := 〈(δΘ)2〉D and ∆R :=
〈(δR)2〉D. In the calculation below, only the last local expression µ3 will appear, and
we therefore define µ throughout this appendix as follows:
µ := µ3 = −1
3
(RδΘ) . (A.13)
We conclude that the equations (A.5, A.6) reproduce the integrability condition (26).
Moreover, it provides the further information on the nature of the sources for both sides
of the integrability condition (26), i.e. with 〈Θ〉D =: 3HD:
Q˙D + 6HDQD = −
(〈R〉·D + 2HD 〈R〉D) = 〈µ〉D + 〈ν〉D . (A.14)
††Note that the fact that both equations are equal, despite the non-commutativity of averaging and
time-evolution, is non-trivial and due to the quadratic nonlinearity in Θ in Raychaudhuri’s equation.
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Remark: The following is a trivial consequence of the derivation of Eq. (A.14), but it
is useful as an illustration for the later investigations: the above additional information
implies a geometrical constraint that has to hold on the t−hypersurfaces, if and only if
the averaged scalar curvature is restricted to evolve like a constant-curvature model, i.e.
according to the solution 〈R〉HD = 6k/a2D that, this latter, mirrors the situation in the
standard FLRW cosmologies:
〈µ〉D + 〈ν〉D = 0 ⇔
1
3
(〈ΘR〉D − 〈Θ〉D 〈R〉D) = 2
〈
τ ijσ
j
i
〉
D . (A.15)
Rewriting the last term in terms of the full 3−Ricci curvature Ric ij = 1/3gijR + τij
and the full expansion tensor Θij = 1/3gijΘ+ σij , we calculate
2
〈
τ ijσ
j
i
〉
D = 2
〈Ric ijΘji〉D − 23 〈ΘR〉D = −〈R˙〉D − 23 〈ΘR〉D , (A.16)
where the last equality follows from Einstein’s equations (A.1). Thus, we can use this
general equation to show the inverse statement, namely that the above constraint (A.15)
is equivalent to the evolution equation restricting our model to a constant-curvature
model:
〈µ〉D + 〈ν〉D = 0 ⇔ 0 = 〈R˙〉D + 〈ΘR〉D −
1
3
〈Θ〉D 〈R〉D = 〈R〉·D +
2
3
〈Θ〉D 〈R〉D ,(A.17)
where in the last step we have again used the commutation rule (12).
Appendix A.2. Second-order evolution equations for QD and 〈R〉D
Employing also the last of the set of the equations (A.2) carries us to second-order
evolution equations for the variables QD and 〈R〉D. Formally, by taking the time-
derivative of (A.14), we obtain:
Q¨D + 6HDQ˙D + 6H˙DQD = −
(
〈R〉··D + 2HD 〈R〉·D + 2H˙D 〈R〉D
)
= 〈ν〉·D + 〈µ〉·D . (A.18)
The evolution equation for 〈ν〉D can be found straightforwardly, cf. (A.2, 12):
〈ν˙ +Θν〉D = 〈ν〉·D + 3HD 〈ν〉D = 〈κ〉D −
〈
4τ 2
〉
D . (A.19)
Here, we do not worry about the appearance of the fields κ and τ , since we stop our
considerations at this level of the hierarchy, i.e. we do not aim at including evolution
equations for these fields, see (A.2). The calculation of the evolution of the average
of the field µ only requires evolution equations that we have already used, i.e. for the
scalar curvature (A.4) and its average (A.6), and for the rate of expansion (A.9) and its
average (A.10). After a longer calculation we obtain:
〈µ〉·D + 8HD 〈µ〉D =
1
3
(〈νΘ〉D − 〈ν〉D 〈Θ〉D)−
2
3
(〈µΘ〉D − 〈µ〉D 〈Θ〉D)
+
1
3
(〈R2〉D − 〈R〉2D)− 12 (〈̺R〉D − 〈̺〉D 〈R〉D) , (A.20)
where we have rewritten the term 2
9
(〈Θ2R〉D − 〈Θ〉2D 〈R〉D) = −43 〈Θ〉D 〈µ〉D −
2
3
(〈µΘ〉D − 〈µ〉D 〈Θ〉D), using the local definition µ = −13δΘR.
We summarize the above general results in the following theorem.
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Theorem 8 (Buchert) Under the same assumptions as in the main theorem 7, the
kinematical backreaction QD and the average scalar curvature 〈R〉D obey the following
set of second-order evolution equations:
Q¨D + 6HDQ˙D + 6H˙DQD = −
(
〈R〉··D + 2HD 〈R〉·D + 2H˙D 〈R〉D
)
= 〈ν〉·D + 〈µ〉·D
= −3HD 〈ν〉D +
1
3
(〈νΘ〉D − 〈ν〉D 〈Θ〉D)− 8HD 〈µ〉D −
2
3
(〈µΘ〉D − 〈µ〉D 〈Θ〉D)
+QRD −
1
2
(〈̺R〉D − 〈̺〉D 〈R〉D) + 〈κ〉D , (A.21)
where we have defined the volume Hubble rate HD := 13 〈Θ〉D, and the variables
ν := 2τ ijσ
j
i ; µ := −
1
3
(Θ− 〈Θ〉D)R ; σji := Θji −
1
3
δjiΘ ; τ
i
j := Ri j −
1
3
δijR ;
QD := 2
3
(〈
Θ2
〉
D − 〈Θ〉
2
D
)− 2 〈σ2〉D ; σ2 := 12σijσji ;
QRD :=
1
3
(〈R2〉D − 〈R〉2D)− 4 〈τ 2〉D ; τ 2 := 12τ ijτ ji ; κ := 2τ˙ ijσji , (A.22)
and where the averaged dynamics of the volume Hubble rate HD couples to the variables
QD and 〈R〉D according to the general cosmological equations:
3H2D = ̺
D
eff + Λ ; 3H˙D = −
3
2
(̺Deff + p
D
eff) , (A.23)
with the effective sources,
̺Deff = 〈̺〉D −
1
2
QD − 1
2
〈R〉D ; pDeff = −
1
2
QD + 1
6
〈R〉D , (A.24)
obeying the conservation law ˙̺Deff + 3HD
(
̺Deff + p
D
eff
)
= 0 (cf. section 2.2).
Remarks: Note that the form of theorem 8 is such that the left-hand sides of Eq. (A.21)
both vanish in the case of a FLRW model, as do the right-hand sides, since ν = µ =
κ = σij = τij = 0. The new backreaction term QRD appearing in Eq. (A.21), and defined
in Eq. (A.22), has been named (intrinsic) curvature backreaction and also arises in the
context of Ricci flow smoothing of cosmological manifolds [Eq. (116)][31].
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